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Finnish has two main ways of forming reflexive anaphors. In the first, the self-reflexive is
composed of the pronoun itse ‘self’ and a possessive suffix (Px) that expresses the ϕ-features
of the correlate (1a). In the second, the 3rd person Px is attached to a head as in the possessive
construction (1b) (Pierrehumbert, 1980, Vainikka, 1989, Trosterud, 1993). Both the self-
reflexive and the 3rd person possessive suffix are Condition A anaphors (Chomsky, 1981).
However, the distribution of the two anaphors is not the same; for example, the self-reflexive
cannot occur as a possessor (1c).

(1) a. Pekka
Pekka.NOM

näki
saw

itse-nsä.
self-PX/3

/ Minä
I.NOM

näin
saw

itse-ni.
self-PX/1SG

‘Pekka saw himself.’ / ‘I saw myself.’
b. Pekka

Pekka.NOM
näki
saw

laukku-nsa.
bag.ACC-PX/3

‘Pekkai saw hisi/∗j bag.’
c. *Pekka

Pekka.NOM
näki
saw

[itse-nsä
self.GEN-PX/3

laukun].
bag.ACC-PX/3

On the other hand, the Finnish possessive suffix is an agreement marker for a pronominal human
possessor, as in (2a) (Anderson, 2005, 235–239, Karlsson, 1977, Nikanne, 1989). We assume
that possessive constructions, such as (1b), contain an empty anaphoric element (REFL) at the
specifier of the NP that enters into Agree with the noun head, as in (2b) (van Steenbergen,
1987, 1991, Huhmarniemi and Brattico, 2015). As a consequence of Agree, the phi-features of
the REFL appear on the noun head.

(2) a. Pekka
Pekka

näki
saw

[ hänen
his/her

[ laukku-nsa]]
bag.ACC-PX/3

‘Pekkai saw his/her%i/j bag.’
b. Pekka

Pekka
näki
saw

[ REFL+ϕ [ laukku-nsa]]
bag.ACC-PX/3

‘Pekkai saw hisi/∗j bag.’

This talk investigates the distribution of the reflexive anaphor in Finnish participial adjectives,
postpositions, adverbs, and different types of non-finite verbs, which all display phi-agree with
the subject argument and proposes the generalisation (3) for Finnish.

(3) Generalisation for the reflexive anaphor in Finnish
The Finnish reflexive anaphor REFL is realised as:
1. null, if the ϕ-features of REFL are attached to a head in Agree
2. the self-reflexive itse + ϕ-features otherwise

In addition, we discuss contexts in which the 3rd person Px and the self-reflexive occur in
parallel. In many contexts where the phi-agree is available, the self-reflexive is not interpreted
as the same semantic argument as its correlate. For example, the interpretation of sentence (4a)
requires assuming an inner vision or e.g. the presence of a clone, while in (4c), the semantic
subject arguments of both clauses are the same.



(4) a. Merja
Merja.NOM

näki
saw

[itse-nsä
self.GEN-PX/3

lähtevän
leave.INF

kaupasta].
shop.from

‘Merja saw herself leaving a/the shop.’
b. *Merja

Merja.NOM
näki
saw

[REFL lähtevä-nsä
leave.INF-PX/3

kaupasta].
shop.from

c. Merja
Merja.NOM

tiesi
knew

[REFL lähtevä-nsä
leave.INF-PX/3

kaupasta].
shop.from

‘Merja knew that she was leaving a/the shop.’

Finally, Finnish offers an interesting viewpoint to the Anaphor Agreement Effect (AAE)
proposed by Rizzi (1990) (see also Woolford, 1999), which states that ‘Anaphors do not occur
in syntactic positions construed with agreement’ (Rizzi, 1990, 26). Rizzi discusses mostly
nominative subjects in tensed clauses, but the AAE is in effect in non-finite contexts, such as the
possessive construction (e.g. Haegeman, 2004, Sundaresan, 2016). It seems that in Finnish, the
reflexive anaphor can occur in positions construed with agreement. However, in these contexts,
the anaphor is either null (3)-1 or fails to transfer all its features to the head (3)-2.
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